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Company: Valeo

Location: Esenyurt

Category: other-general

Valeo is a tech global company, designing breakthrough solutions to reinvent the mobility.

We are an automotive supplier partner to automakers and new mobility actors worldwide. Our

vision? Invent a greener and more secured mobility, thanks to solutions focusing on

intuitive driving and reducing CO2 emissions. We are leader on our businesses, and

recognized as one of the largest global innovative companies.

Ready to tackle the challenges of the vehicle of the future? Join Valeo and revolutionize

the comfort and well-being of all passengers!

Valeo Thermal Commercial Vehicles is looking for a Site SQA Engineer to be based

in  İstanbul / Esenyurt Plant.

You will be responsible for ensuring that the products and services supplied meet customer

and regulatory requirements and for communicating customer requirements and

expectations throughout the organization and developing systems to meet them.

What you will win: 

Mission:

You will identify and manage the component non conformity issues in the site and

actions needed to protect the Valeo assembly lines. 

You are responsible for conformity check of the components supplied to and into the

production site including incoming inspection reporting. 

You are in charge of the supplier PDCA analysis and 8D reports  and relevancy until

the PDCA closure with a perfect communication to the APU. Site SQA is the link
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between Supplier Quality Engineer (SQA), Supplier representative and the Valeo

production teams. 

You are fully responsible for tracking and improving supplier performance. 

Ensure % conformity of components supplied on a site level:

You contact the supplier as soon as an issue is detected with a purchased component to

get the supplier to organize the containment in 24h. Apply the QRQC/SRM/PG rules to

open incidents.

You confirm the robustness of the containment by looking for recurrence after

containment has been set

You will ensure % yearly conformity of the purchased components in accordance with

stage 7 of the Product Quality Assurance (PQA) approval process

You will provide yearly initial samples approval with capability evidence

You will manage the PQA status

You will be the pioneer for the process quality improvement by giving correct feedback

and finding the potential improvement points.

You participate in production and quality meetings to follow up process quality and

make improvement projects. 

Initiate, analyze, report and follow-up on incidents until the PDCA closure:

You will initiate the quality incidents to the supplier in accordance with the Supplier

Quality Manual (SQM) after preliminary investigation at the Valeo site has been

performed with Valeo site quality

You will track  each incident detected at the site and ensure Quick Response

reactivity and full PDCA analysis is met in accordance with Group Standard: 24hrs /

5 days / 10 days rule



You will pull daily the information from the supplier and / or PG SQA Manager and

communicate during the APU and Supplier QRQC

You will escalate to PG SQA or Purchasing Manager for any PG SQA or Purchasing

Commodity Engineer support required or for any roadblock regarding the incident

problem solving activity or the yearly component conformity

You will participate in the Supplier and APU QRQC and in Plant QRQC when

required

Manage, consolidate and update the following key indicators on a site level:

You will report outstanding supplier issues. 

You will react to find a quick response from the suppliers (and monitor PD CA reactivity)

You will track the supplier chargebacks due to quality issues.  

You will request yearly conformity review for all the purchased components to the

suppliers.

What you should have:

You have a bachelor's Degree in Engineering

You have a minimum of 3 years experience  in Automotive OEM or at Supplier

management

You have Quality and / or Supplier Quality Engineering experience

You have a good knowledge on quality tools such as problem solving techniques, 8D,

FMEA, CPs, 5 Whys Analysis and PPAP processes. 

Our environment is strongly international oriented, so you have a good level of English

You are willing to travel domestically and abroad

You have good communication skills, have an international mindset and are open-

minded  to new cultures and new ways of working and thinking



In addition

Experience in SAP is a plus.

ISO, IATF or relevant Audit experience is an asset.
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